
A Very Special Special 
I want to let you in on a very exciting special we are offering for a limited time. I was very surprised 

when David Christopher informed us that he wanted to offer this special. I have not seen a special like 

this one in a very long time. This will be something you will want to look into for sure.  So here it is. 

We are giving away Dr. Christopher’s Herbal Lectures Audio CD Set for free when you buy the Herb 

Syllabus book at regular price. This CD set normally sells for $69.95. If you have ever called our office 
and were on hold waiting for us to answer the phone you were privileged to hear these lectures playing. I 

have actually had people ask me to put them back on hold because I interrupted a very interesting topic 

when I answered the phone. 

When I got Dr. Christopher’s Herbal Lectures as a student I felt like I was listening to an old friend the 

first time I played them. I really thought his voice sounded very familiar but I had never met him. There 

are 10 audio CDs in this set and Dr. Christopher covers many topics of natural healing including his 
famous cleansing program, diet and nutrition. He goes through all body systems and first aid topics. 

When I had finished listening to these lectures I felt very confident that the body truly does have the 

ability to heal itself. The healing stories of some of Dr. Christopher’s patients are astounding. People who 
regular doctors had given up on came to Dr. Christopher in desperation and through following his natural 

guidelines and protocols were given new life. 

Our Herb Syllabus book is part of our Advanced Herbalist program. This is a very comprehensive study 
of our 100 herb list. It has in depth information on each herb and gives the history, uses, cultivation, 

harvesting and the preparations the herb is used in. It has over 700 pages of information. There is no other 

book like this. It’s a wonderful book to add to your natural healing library as a reference guide and makes 
a wonderful gift for someone interested in herbs and natural healing. 

If you’ve ever wanted to own your own copy of Dr. Christopher’s Herbal Lectures this is a great 
opportunity to get both of these educational products at a special price. 

 


